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Abstract

This dissertation will document the implementation of crawling algorithms for the AT-

LAS robot, as part of the DARPA Robotics Challenge. Three main approaches are

investigated. Initially, a crawling motion is hard-coded,serving to investigate the ca-

pabilities and limitations of the ATLAS Robot. Secondly, anInverse Kinematics ap-

proach is taken, thus allowing human motion-capture data tobe re targeted to the robot.

Finally, Centre of Mass information is incorporated to analyse the stability of the sys-

tem, and provide a preliminary means of CoM Modulation. In simulation tests, the

robot is able to achieve adequate crawling motion.
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Key Definitions

For the purpose of this documentation, we will assume the following definitions: where

available, a link to the respective section describing the term is given.

• ATLAS : the robot used in this project.{2.1}

• CoM: the Centre of Mass (i.e. single point approximation of the mass of a body).

Sometimes also referred to as Centre of Gravity (CoG).

• DRC: the DARPA Robotics Challenge.{2.6}

• Frame: a 3D co-ordinate frame of reference in which points are defined. Some-

times also referred to as a co-ordinate system.{2.2.1, 2.2.2}

• IIK : Iterative Inverse Kinematics, a method by which robot limbs are com-

manded to follow a certaint trajectory .

• Joints: the actuated one-degree of freedom connections between the limbs of

ATLAS. {2.1}

• Limbs: the structural components of ATLAS, interconnected together by joints.

Sometimes also known as Links.{2.1}

• Pose: the position and orientation of a vector with respect to some co-ordinate

system.{2.2.1}

• Stance: the pose of the robot as a whole (a kinematic configuration ofATLAS’s

joints). Also known as a key-frame.

• VRC: the Virtual Robotics Challenge component of the DRC.

1





Chapter 1

Introduction

English tells us that one should “learn to walk before he can run” - in reality it might be

even more justified to say that we learn to crawl first. This project dissertation leading

to an M.Sc. degree in Artificial Intelligence at the University of Edinburgh, focuses

on developing “wrist-and-knees” crawling for the Boston Dynamics ATLAS robot1 as

part of the Defence Advanced Research Project Agency’s current Robotics Challenge2.

1.1 Setting the Picture

In disaster situations across the globe, the response time of the recovery operation is

crucial in reducing the impact on both human health and on thefinancial toll. Unfor-

tunately, human rescue personnel are often delayed due to immediate dangers to their

own health: a case in point was the 2011 Fukushima Daiichi nuclear meltdown.

Technology has sought to address this issue with the use of mobile robotic platforms to

provide the first line of support: such robots as Toshiba’s Tetrapod3 and Mitsubishi’s

MEISTer4 have already been deployed in disaster recovery scenarios.Other examples

include the Telemax5 robot currently in use by the Netherlands army for bomb disposal

and iRobot’s PackBot6. However, these implementations are limited when it comes to

1Atlas - The Agile Anthropomorphic Robot, http://www.bostondynamics.com/robotAtlas.html.
2The DARPA Robotics Challenge, http://www.darpa.mil/Our Work/TTO/Programs/DARPA Robotics

Challenge.aspx
3http://www.toshiba.co.jp/about/press/201211/pr2101.htm
4http://www.mhi.co.jp/en/news/story/1212121603.html
5http://www.defensie.nl/english/army/materiel/vehicles/engineervehicles/telemaxeodrobot
6http://www.irobot.com/en/us/learn/defense/packbot/ /media/Files/Robots/Defense/PackBot/iRobot-

510-PackBot-Specs.ashx
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4 Chapter 1. Introduction

using human tools and navigating man-made environments. Infact, deployment usu-

ally involves a period of adaptation to the disaster at hand before they can be released

in the field.

The need thus arises for an adaptive robotic system which canimmediately react to

any form of disaster with minimal modification. In this scenario, humanoid robots

tend to take centre stage, since their anthropomorphic design naturally accommodates

the constraints of human environments. In particular, the robot would be able to pick

up and operate any tools it requires to execute its task.

1.2 Problem Motivation

One of the key requirements of the domain is for the robot to navigate possibly con-

strained environments in reaching the disaster point. In this scenario, crawling as tack-

led by this project, tends to be superior to bipedal walking in at least two respects.

First and foremost, it will simplify the issue of stability,with the robot being supported

by four limbs and having a lower Centre of Gravity (CoG) [1]. In fact, according to

[2], the use of multiple support legs provides stability even in the absence of feedback.

Besides this, crawling should also allow the robot to get through openings with low

clearance (such as fall-ins) and make it easier to clamber over debris.

Although each of the above tasks can be done individually by specific robots, the

advantage of using a humanoid is that it will combine all these capabilities into one

platform: the robot will be able to walk on all fours as needed, but can still stand up

and use its hands when required. Using dexterous hands, there will be no need to cus-

tomise and attach extra appendages or tools: the robot should be able to operate any

human tool it requires.

With this aim, the United States Defence Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA)

has set up a world-wide competition, the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC)7 for ad-

vancing the state of the art in disaster recover robots. In a series of tasks ranging from

driving vehicles to navigating rubble, teams from universities and independent com-

panies will go head to head in designing robotic systems to respond to an “artificial”

7Broad Agency Announcement, DARPA Robotics Challenge,
http://www.androidworld.com/DARPA RoboticsChallenge.pdf



1.3. Project Summary 5

disaster. It is in this setting that this project takes scope. Specifically we attempt to

generate crawling behaviour for the Boston Dynamics ATLAS robot, taking into con-

sideration the specific kinematic properties of such an anthropomorphic system (as

opposed to specialised quadrupeds).

1.3 Project Summary

With the above requirements in mind, and following a survey of the literature in the

area (2.4) the project focuses on three methodologies for generating crawling motion.

The first technique, aimed mainly for use during the virtual component of the challenge

(2.6), involves hand-crafting a set of trajectories through hard-coding of joint angles

for each of ATLAS’ actuators. This provides an open-loop control system which is ap-

plicable to generally flat terrain. Hard-coding the trajectory also provides for a simple

yet robust implementation ([3]) which can serve as a fall-back in the case of failure of

other systems (such as through sensor malfunction etc...).

Due to the nature of the operating environment, the robot will have to clamber over ob-

stacles or navigate through very constrained spaces. In fact, the advantage of a legged

robot stems from its ability to“select the best foothold in the accessible terrain” [4].

In such degraded scenarios, the robot will require active foot-hold placement planning

([5]) with an attention to stability and contacts ([6]). Although the time constraints

prevent us from developing a full solution, the second part of the project focuses on

providing the framework to make this possible. Specifically, an Iterative Inverse Kine-

matics (IIK) solver is implemented, with consideration forthe specifics of anthropo-

morphic crawling. Besides supporting the aforementioned infrastructure, this presents

yet another technique by which the crawling can be generated. Indeed, the IIK algo-

rithm is applied in the re-targeting of human motion-capture data8. The benefit of this

approach is that it provides a more natural way of generatingkey trajectories, drawing

on the fact that humans have already ‘learnt’ to deal with thelimitations of a body

designed for bipedal locomotion.

Finally, the third approach attempts to improve on the ‘open-loop’ nature of the IIK

solver by incorporating CoM Modulation. This involves augmenting the IIK solver to

8Data Courtesy of the Computer Graphics and Visualization group, University of Edinburgh
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take into account of the current supporting stance of the robot [5] and modulate the

body-motion to retain stability.

The project itself is implemented entirely in simulation using the provided Gazebo

Simulator9. Following the DRC specifications, the infrastructure is based on the Robot

Operating System from Willow Garage10, to provide an easier transition to the actual

robot platform, which exposes the same interfaces. The environment will be assumed

fully observable, within the limitations of what can be physically achieved in the real

robot: the project does not deal with sensor filtering or reconstruction.

1.4 Document Structure

The rest of this report is organised as follows. Chapter 2 introduces a number of key

concepts which recur throughout the project, setting the stage for a discussion of the

implementation framework in Chapter 3. This in turn paves the way for a discussion

of the methods and associated results in Chapter 4, where we describe each of the

three methodologies in turn, together with their results. Finally, Chapter 5 discusses

the outcomes of the project and concludes this dissertation.

9Gazebo Features, http://gazebosim.org/wiki /Features
10ROS: Introduction, http://www.ros.org/wiki /ROS/Introduction



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter will serve to put the reader in the picture, summarizing key work in the

area, explaining some of the concepts as well as introducingthe DRC itself.

2.1 The ATLAS Robot

The ATLAS robot from Boston Dynamics1 is a 28-joint Anthropomorphic robot

with hydraulic actuators2. Table 2.1 lists the main kinematic properties. Internallyit

supports a ROS-infrastructure (3.3) for its programming API.

Table 2.1: ATLAS Specifications

Height 1.75 m

Max Width (Shoulder) 0.40 m

Weight 82 kg

Two problems that were discovered from working with the robot are that it is slightly

top-heavy (its centre of mass is quite forward when it is in a crawling posture) and

that the arms are relatively weaker than the legs. Indeed, the Boston Dynamics team

has not worked with crawling on the robot as yet, and so, this project is exploring new

grounds.

1http://www.bostondynamics.com/robotAtlas.html
2ATLAS Datasheet, Boston Dynamics

7



8 Chapter 2. Background

2.2 Kinematics

This project deals mainly with a kinematic standpoint (although simulated with full-

body physics). This section describes the main theoreticalconcepts as well as the

specifics of the ATLAS robot.

2.2.1 Theoretical Basis

The robot is represented in the world by its position (a 3-dimensional Cartesian vector

denotedT) and orientation (usually a 3× 3 matrix R) relative to a pre-defined co-

ordinate system. Similarly individual robot limbs are defined by their pose relative to

some frame of reference. A kinematic system usually has at least one fixed frame to

which all motion is globally referenced (a world-frame), plus any number of floating

frames, whose poses relative to the fixed frame may change with time.

A key operation in kinematics is transforming between the different co-ordinate sys-

tems. Consider two frames of reference,A andB, wherePA→B defines the pose of

B in the co-ordinate systemA. Then a point with co-ordinatesxB in frame B, has

corresponding co-ordinatesxA in frame A given by:

xA = PA→BxB = TA→B+RA→BxB (2.1)

The above equation defines what is known as the Forward Kinematic problem: given

joint parameters (encoded in the transform parametersT andR), chaining of transfor-

mations can be used to get the pose of an arbitrary end effector (such as a hand). In

some cases it is necessary to solve for the opposite case: given an arbitrary end effec-

tor pose, determine the corresponding joint angles to achieve this (i.e. solve the Inverse

Kinematics problem) using Jacobians. Discussion of this isdeferred to 4.2.

2.2.2 The Co-ordinate Systems

The project makes use solely of right-handed frames, whereX points forward,Y goes

to the left andZ upwards. The only exception to this is in the captured human-motion

data (4.2), which coming from an OpenGL context, is a left-handed system with pos-

itive X facing forwards,Y pointing upwards andZ to the right. All distances are in

metres and angles in radians. Reference is made to four typesof frames:
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• The World Frame : This is actually an artefact of simulation and is generally

not available to the robot. However, it was useful to make useof this absolute

truth to debug and test the solution: moreover, the motion capture data is actually

given in terms of a world frame. That being said, the robot pose in terms of this

frame can usually be estimated using its Inertial Measurement Unit, in which

case, the world frame would be defined as the starting pose of the robot.

• The Pelvis FrameMost of the kinematic properties of the robot will be defined

in terms of the Pelvis frame of reference, centred at the joint between the pelvis

and the two legs. This is a convenient frame since it is also the root joint in the

URDF specification of ATLAS, and can be considered the ‘immovable’ link (in

the sense that it cannot be directly controlled): in realityit is however a floating

frame.

• The Spatial Frame For the purpose of stability analyses using the CoM it is

desired that the height (Z) axis is parallel with gravity. The pelvis frame does

not guarantee this, while the world frame is too restrictive. The spatial frame,

has the same origin as the pelvis frame, but is oriented such that Z is always

parallel to gravity, X (forward) is given by the projection of the pelvis’s Z axis

onto the horizontal component (when in crawling) and Y is defined as the cross

product of Z and X, enforcing thus a right handed system.

• Local Link Frames Local properties such as limb CoM or joint axes are defined

in terms of local frames of reference centred at the joint between a parent limb

and its child. For this purpose, the joint rotation axes is defined in terms of the

parent frame of reference, and the child limb frame is identical to the joint frame

connecting the two3.

2.3 Robot Stability

In this scenario stability refers to the robot being able to stand on its own without sup-

port and not falling over. There are two cases to consider: when the robot is stationary

and when it is moving (not to be confused with the concepts of static and dynamic

stability).

3http://www.ros.org/wiki /urdf/XML /joint
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Starting with the first case, the main concern is gravity. A robot falls when the CoM

generates a moment around the support point(s) of the robot,which act as a pivot. In

order to clarify the concepts, the robot is supported by whatis known as asupport poly-

gon, i.e. the convex hull of the contact points of the robot and the ground: for crawling

this would be either a quadrilateral (with all four limbs touching the ground) or trian-

gular (one limb lifted to move). A robot pose is deemed stablein this case if the CoM’s

projection onto the ground plane falls within the boundaries of the support polygon [7].

A more powerful concept is due to Vukobratovic and Stepanenko, known as the Zero-

Moment Point (ZMP) [8]. The authors define it to be the “point where the influence

of all forces acting on the [mechanism above the foot] can be replaced by one single

force” [9]. Hence it can be seen as a generalisation of the CoMprojection to also in-

clude other torques and forces acting on the body. Stabilityis again satisfied if the

ZMP remains within the support polygon of the robot [4].

The concepts can be ported to the motion domain, with the definition of a further clas-

sification: static and dynamic stability. In the former case, it implies that the condition

for stability (CoM or ZMP) is satisfied throughout the gait cycle: in the dynamic case,

it is only necessary for it to be true in expectation [10].

For the sake of this project, we currently employ CoM information for stability, the

reason being that we transition slowly between gaits. However, the methodologies can

be extended if need be to the ZMP-domain.

2.4 Related Work

4 Generating feasible robot locomotion proves to be a challenging problem. Specifi-

cally, it requires multiple degree-of-freedom control: this is compounded by the inher-

ent redundancy of most limbs [11] and the fact that the dynamics governing the system

change intermittently as contact conditions with the environment change. Humanoid

locomotion is also highly non-linear, adding to the difficulty [4].

One field which has contributed considerably to the area is the study of Central Pat-

4This section is an adaptation of the author’s earlier work inthe course Informatics Research Pro-
posal
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tern Generators (CPG). CPG’s offer a number of advantages, including the ability to

generate oscillatory signals in the absence of sensory feedback [3], the distributed na-

ture of the architecture which provides robustness and efficiency, as well as their abil-

ity to modulate gait by simple commands, thus abstracting the dimensionality of the

problem [12]. Numerous implementations exist in literature, controlling anything from

segmented-body-salamanders [13] to quadrupeds [14].

A problem with the above approach is that it does not considerthe multitude of contact

forces which contribute to human(oid) locomotion [6]. Indeed, the work by Libin et al

attempts to use sampling based techniques to infer the contact forces given a motion

capture trajectory. The end result is restricted brute-force search of hypothesizing po-

tential conditions, solving for them and verifying whetherthey satisfy the necessary

motion. The motion retargeting process used thus employs both kinematic and dy-

namic constraints and achieves realistic looking motion ondifferent sized skeletons.

A similar contribution is due to Yamane and Nakamura [15]. Their Dynamics Filter is

based on a model of the system’s rigid body contact dynamics.The implementation

first combines kinematic trajectories from a database, and then attempts to generate

feasible trajectories which are as close as possible to the reference. To do so, they con-

sider the various contact conditions as unilateral constraints (depend on the direction

of motion) and identify a subset of these which meet the current trajectory (or rather

for each contact state within a trajectory) and solve for these within their controller.

Although these processes work fine in generally ‘comfortable’ terrain, they do de-

pend on an accurate model of the environment. [5] tackles theproblem through a

hierarchical approach. A high-level planner uses a model ofthe environment obtained

through feature extraction to select stable footholds within the terrain. This is posed

as a weighted cost function and optimised using dynamic programming. The output

of the high-level planner is thus a set of footholds and the leg sequence in achieving

them. The low-level planner than takes over to plan the actual leg trajectory to main-

tain stability. In doing this, the robot looks at the currentand next support triangle and

plans ahead in the movement of its CoM.
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2.5 The Research Question

The core proposal for this project is to develophands and knees locomotion (crawl-

ing) for theanthropomorphic robot ATLAS . This should simplify the stability prob-

lem and allow it to not only traverse rough terrain, but also manoeuvre constrained

environments (such as fall ins). What is more, the advantageof using a humanoid is

that once it has transitioned stably to a certain location, it can stand up and use its

hands for manipulation.

The project presents a number of challenges.

• The difficulty of working with a 28-DOF robot cannot be overstressed.It in-

volvesFull Body Motion Synthesis in full Dynamics and Kinematic Physics

simulation. This for example puts it on a different plane from the field of ani-

mations, where the emphasis is more on generating realistic-looking (rather than

‘realistic-acting’) motion.

• Walking is a result ofmultiple contact forces, the effect of which cannot always

be perfectly modelled [6].

• The robot is envisioned to operate inpartially observable and uncertain envi-

ronments, compounding the problem.

• The dynamics and kinematics of a humanoid in a crawling posture are still quite

different from a quadruped robot, especially with regards to mass distribution

and the limb configurations (which are not particularly adapt at such locomotion)

[16]. In particular, the ATLAS robot was not designed for crawling.

• Finally, the project will be implemented on systems which are themselves under

development and this tends to slow down progress.

Given these conditions, the project focuses on three methodologies for achieving crawl-

ing locomotion:

1. Inspired by the success story of Central Pattern Generators which are able to

achieve stable locomotion with little to no feedback, our first attempt involves

hand-tuned trajectory generation. Like CPG’s this generates loop-like be-

haviour for each limb, in a specific synchronised order. However, the project

avoids the complexities of central synchronization, opting instead to manually

hand-tune trajectories by commanding joint angles.
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2. Open-loop control becomes inadequate in uncertain situations: although the

time-limitations of the project prevent a full foot-hold planning architecture,

we implement anIterative Inverse Kinematics (IIK) Solver to allow a high-

level planner to command Cartesian positions for each of thefour support limbs.

Within the contexts of the project, this technique is also used to port over re-

targeted motion-capture data of human crawling.

3. In order to cope with stability issues, we augment the above IIK solver with

CoM Modulation (solving inverse kinematics for the CoM). This attempts to

use the redundancy in the degrees of freedom of the robot to shift the CoM to

within the current support polygon.

The project will serve as a contribution towards the DARPA Robotics Challenge.

Specifically we are affiliated with Team HKU, formed by a collaboration between

Hong Kong University (Hong Kong), Case Western Reserve University (Cleveland,

Ohio) and the University of Edinburgh (Scotland), headed byProf. Wyatt Newman.

2.6 The DARPA Robotics Challenge

Since this project is inspired by the DARPA Robotics challenge, it is worthwhile to

briefly discuss its scope. The DRC is the U.S. Department of Defence’s attempt at

bridging the gap between the current state of the art in robotics and their applicability

in disaster recovery scenarios. One major focus of the challenge is the use of robots

that can ”use standard tools and equipment commonly available in human environ-

ments”5. Equally important is the ability of non-expert operators to use the system

(reducing the training time for rescue operators) and a highlevel of autonomy.

The competition is divided into three stages. The first event, held in May 2013, was

carried out entirely in simulation, using the Gazebo Simulator (3.2). 26 teams partici-

pated in three separate tasks:

• Entering into and driving a utility vehicle.

• Walk across ”progressively difficult terrain”6. This provided the motivation for

5http://www.darpa.mil/Our Work/TTO/Programs/DARPA RoboticsChallenge.aspx
6Virtual Robotics Challenge Rules, http://www.theroboticschallenge.org/local/documents/VRC

Rules Release 2 DISTAR Case 21064.pdf
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this project. Indeed, the turning script (documented in Section 4.1) proved in-

strumental in the success of the HKU team.

• Connect a hose to its spigot and turn a valve.

The next stage of the challenge is scheduled for December 2013 and will involve tri-

als with the physical robots. The competition is anticipated to consist of eight tasks

which are to be completed individually. These will again include driving a utility ve-

hicle, walking across difficult terrain (ramps, hurdles, steps and debris), manipulation

(removing debris, opening doors, using hand tools, operating valves) and climbing an

industrial ladder.

Finally, the last part of the challenge (whose dates have yetto be announced), will

consist of the same set of tasks but completed in sequence (nosetup time between

them).



Chapter 3

Implementation Framework

As with any project, dealing with all the quirks of implementation constitutes a sizeable

portion of the workload and this proved especially true for this dissertation. With most

of the tools being in development, considerable time was employed in getting to grips

with the framework and implementing the necessary functionality. As such, it was

deemed necessary to dedicate a whole chapter to this aspect.Besides explaining the

various tools available, the later sections will also describe the actual implementation

from a software architecture view-point.

3.1 Simulating ATLAS

We represent the robot as a set of limbs/links denotedli connected by rotary jointsqi.

This forms a tree structure with a root limb (taken for convenience to be thepelvis),

to which connect a number of child links: each child may in turn have other children,

giving rise to the concept of a parent and child, connected bya joint. Limbs are char-

acterised by their position (xi ∈ R
3) and orientation (oi ∈ R

3×3) relative to their parent

frame of reference. The joint value,qi, on the other hand represents how open/closed

the joint is from its home position: the two quantities (poseof child and joint configu-

ration) are related throughlocal forward kinematics

φi : qi 7→ [xi,oi] (3.1)

The full configuration of ATLAS, as far as kinematics is concerned can thus be ab-

stracted by the pose of theroot link and aconfiguration vector of joint anglesq ∈

R
28 = [q1,q2, ...,q28]. Controlling ATLAS thus requires specifying angular values

within a rangeri for each joint.

15
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It is sometimes convenient to identify a point on the limb, such as for defining a trajec-

tory. In this case, the end effector is defined to be the joint itself: due to the way ATLAS

is specified the position of the joint is equivalent to that ofthe child link. Hence, when

solving inverse kinematics, reference will often be made tothe ‘joint-position’ (such

as wrist or knee). This should be taken to mean the Cartesian co-ordinate of the joint

point: reference to the joint’s value (qi) will be denoted by the term ‘joint-angle’.

For the sake of stability, we also keep track of the CoM of eachlimb. The local CoM

positionmi is specified in terms of the limb’s frame of reference, and related to the

pelvis frame for the purpose of computing the global CoM.

The above specifications are obtained from a set of URDF files.The Unified Robot

Description Format is an XML-structured document1 which specifies kinematic prop-

erties (links and joints), dynamics (inertial, interaction with the environment) as well

as collision and visual information. The model version usedin this project is the one

which incorporates the Sandia Hands attachments2, shown in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Representation of ATLAS within the Gazebo Simulator

1http://www.ros.org/wiki /urdf/XML /model
2https://share.sandia.gov/news/resources/newsreleases/robotic hand/
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3.2 The Simulation Environment: Gazebo

The simulation platform chosen by the challenge organizersis the Gazebo simulator

from the Open Source Robotics Foundation3. The developers describe Gazebo as a

“multi-robot simulator for outdoor environments”. Physics are simulated using the

Open Dynamics Engine4, together with Bullet5 for collisions. For the purpose of this

project, physics updates run at a rate of 1kHz. The simulatordoes not run in real-time

however, and this is factored in timing simulations by measuring simulated time rather

than actual time.

Robot models are loaded to the simulator, again using URDF files. Our controller

implementation, typically does not communicate directly with Gazebo: rather it com-

municates with the simulated version of ATLAS within it, namely through reading

of joint values and publishing joint commands. The only exception is in providing

debugging support: for this reason, we develop a number of plugins which hook di-

rectly into Gazebo and periodically make available internal data, such as world-frame

information.

3.3 The Robot Operating System (ROS)

The project is built around the Robot Operating System framework, specificallyROS

Fuerte. ROS is an “open-source, meta-operating system” designed for implement-

ing robotic systems6. Besides managing communication between various processes

(Nodes) a main goal of ROS is to enable efficient code reuse across different research

communities and different platforms.

Fig.3.1 illustrates at a conceptual level the use of ROS tointegrate all the components

together. Our code is represented by the nodeHierarchical Crawl Controller , which

controls ATLAS within Gazebo through ros-style communication. We implement our

controller as a number ofROS Nodes, which are independent processes executing a

particular sub-task. Nodes which communicate together viaa message passing archi-

tecture handled by theros-corekernel. Publisher nodes export data to topics, to which

3http://gazebosim.org/wiki /Overview
4http://www.ode.org/
5http://bulletphysics.org/wordpress/
6http://www.ros.org/wiki /ROS/Introduction
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Figure 3.2: Conceptual Representation of the Implementation Framework: ROS is

shown as the ‘glue’ which holds everything together.

a number of other nodes subscribe. For example, our main controller subscribes to

the topic advertising the state of ATLAS’s joints, and it itself publishes to the topic

which controls these joints (in both cases communicating with the simulated ATLAS

within Gazebo). The benefit of this approach is that the system is highly extensible,

and should be able to be ported to the physical robot with minimal software changes.

3.4 Software Architecture

Most of the project is implemented in C++, making use of its powerful object oriented

capabilities. The only exceptions are a visualisation script written in python and the

result illustration and presentation using MATLABR©. Since the outcome of the disser-

tation contributes to the efforts of the HKU team, consideration is given to developing

efficient, manageable and reusable code wherever possible. This includes the use of

well-formulated classes, error-checking and handling andappropriate abstraction. The

interested reader is referred to the Code API within the teamrepository.

The software architecture itself is based on two main classes: these interact with the

available team code to control ATLAS. Fig.3.3 depicts an overview of the architecture.
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Figure 3.3: Overview of our implementation. Rounded boxes signify our contribu-

tion, while the square nodes are libraries/team software. ROS-style of communi-

cation is indicated by maroon arrows, while blue lines indicate a procedure call.

3.4.1 The Controller Node

This section focuses mostly on the software design, while the actual control algorithms

are discussed in Chapter 4. Our Controller node subscribes to topics containing infor-

mation about ATLAS’s joints (q), the pose of the pelvis within the world frame and

contact information. The former is published by the simulated ATLAS, while the lat-

ter two are the result of our ownAtlas Pelvis Plugin andContact Sensor nodes. The

Pelvis Plugin (installed within the ATLAS URDF specification) hooks into Gazebo’s

update system to issue pose information at a rate of 1kHz. This is used by our con-

troller to define the spatial frame of reference. The ContactSensor itself makes use of

this data to infer contacts through height data for each of the support limbs: while not

fullproof, this provided the easiest method, since access to Gazebo’s collision engine
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is severely restricted in the version used for the DRC.

Our controller does not publish data directly to ATLAS’s joints. Rather, in order to

abstract the intricacies and potentially allow multiple controllers to control ATLAS for

different limbs, the team at Hong Kong University (to which this project is affiliated)

abstracts this low-level information from higher level goals through a two-level hierar-

chy7. At the base level alow-level joint controller communicates directly with ATLAS

and deals with setting PID gains and effort tuning. This in turn provides its services al-

most exclusively to the team’sBehaviour Server. This node is tasked with combining

commands coming from different nodes and at intermittent times, and issuing regular

smooth trajectories given step commands for the joints.

Our controller node issues joint commands to the behaviour server at a rate not faster

than 20Hz (which is the maximum the Behaviour server can currently support). De-

pending on the mode of operation, the controller may accept the feedback of the joint

values to influence its next command. Indeed, it was necessary to standardize the op-

erations of the controller as a finite state machine, to accomodate the complex control

process. There are currently two levels of hierarchy. The higher level, initiated by the

operator, indicates the mode of operation (each of which is discussed in Chapter 4).

At a lower hierarchy, each superstate is composed of a numberof states, to keep track

of sequential execution while maintaining the ability to execute other tasks in parallel

(for example while waiting for feedback, it returns controlto the calling node).

3.4.2 The Kinematics Library

In order to keep track of ATLAS, as well as perform any auxiliary kinematic calcu-

lations (such as computing Jacobians), we implement a separate class. This exports

its services to the controller in the form of a library. The class maintains a tree-like

representation of ATLAS’s structure. This is implemented using a vector containing

static information about its limbli (such as CoM position and value) together with a

list of children, specifying the child limb name, the joint connecting the two and the

rotation axis of the joint. A map is also used to allow fast andefficient traversal of the

tree, from root to leaves and vice versa.

7From the private team documentation, Wyat Newman, ”Update on DRCsim 2.5 code changes”
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Maintaining a tree structure allows the easy recursive computation of all Jacobians, a

major requirement for this project (4.2). The general implementation is given in algo-

rithm 1 for the end-effector case: the CoM Jacobian follows almost the same structure,

with some minor changes in the conditional statements and the contribution calculation

on line 16.

Algorithm 1 Computation of Jacobians

Require: Jacobian← Matrix :: Zero, limb← root

Require: e f f Vector ⊲ Position of the End Effector w.r.t. pelvis

1: function recursiveEFFJacob (e f f , limb,depends)

2: if islea f (limb) then

3: if node = e f f then ⊲ Found node?

4: depends← true

5: else

6: depends← f alse

7: end if

8: else

9: tempDepends← f alse

10: if node = e f f then ⊲ Found node?

11: depends← true

12: else

13: for all children do

14: recursiveEFFJacob(e f f ,childi, tempDepends)

15: if tempDepends = true then

16: Jacobian.col( jointIndex)← childi.contribution

17: depends← true

18: end if

19: end for

20: end if

21: end if

22: end function

3.4.3 Support Libraries

The project deals with transformations on a regular basis. Conveniently, ROS provides

its own library which can provide transform information between any two defined co-
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ordinate frames8. The library defines two main classes. TheTransformBroadcaster

object publishes poses of robot joints. Conversely, aTransformListener object ac-

cepts transform information by calling member functionlookupTransform(...) for

any two pre-defined co-ordinate frames. The Transform information is returned as a

translation vector and rotation matrix.

The above transform information is used by the Kinematics and Controller class to

solve the crawling problem. To handle the linear algebra calculations involved in this

process, we make extensive use of the Eigen Library9. Although developed indepen-

dently of ROS, Eigen is actually incorporated into the ROS framework (as a system

dependency) due to the number of packages making use of it. Inorder to support this

we implement a number of conversion functions for transforming between the sup-

ported data types for both libraries, besides some other messaging formats used by

ROS.

Perhaps the only limitation of the EIGEN Library is that it does not implement its

own pseudo-inverse function as required in the IK solver implementation. We thus

use our Kinematics Library to define a standalone function for computing aWeighted,

Regularised Pseudo-inverse. The Moore-Penrose Pseudo-inverse is used (rather than

through using SVD) to allow more intuitive specification of weighting and regularisa-

tion parameters. The function was designed to handle any size matrices, conveniently

supported by the EIGEN library.

For debugging purposes, we also develop a centre of mass visualizer node, written

in python. The reason for using the language is that it allowsmuch easier data visu-

alisation. The script subscribes to a topic publishing CoM information in the spatial

frame of the robot, together with the projection of the four support limbs into the same

frame. Use is also made of the HKU Team’sHuman Machine Interface package,

which allows easy setting of joint angles especially duringthe hand-tuning phase of

the project.

8http://www.ros.org/wiki /tf
9http://www.ros.org/wiki /eigen



Chapter 4

Full Body Locomotion through

Crawling for the ATLAS Robot

Humanoid motion depends on the relative contacts between the body and environment.

During normal motion, the body contacts the environment through its support limbs,

which for this project will be the wrists and knees. The problem of generating crawling

for ATLAS thus involves designing trajectories for each of these limbs (or rather the

end-effector contact points). For simplicity, we assume that the robot makes contact

always through the same point.

Let us denote byx<limb> the position oflimb’s contact point (in the world frame).

Then a discrete motion trajectory consists of a sequence of positions through time: i.e.

x<limb> = xt
<limb> t ∈ {0...N}

If the motion is periodic with periodT, then

xt = x(t+T )

and the full motion can be represented solely by a set ofT configurations. However,

in effect, we can only directly control jointsq on ATLAS. These are related by the

forward kinematic equation:

φi : q ∈ R28 7→ xi ∈ R
3 (4.1)

which is a generalisation of 3.1. This provides an alternative representation of a trajec-

tory in terms of joint anglesq:

q = qt t ∈ {0...N}

23
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One final thing to note is that often, for convenience, Cartesian co-ordinates are defined

in terms of the Pelvis frame of reference.

We tackle the locomotion problem from three perspectives, each described in individ-

ual sections:

1. Directly commanding joint angles, manually tuned from simulation. This means

specifyingqt for a sequence of timeT , i.e. Q0:T−1. We evaluate this through

stability and efficiency of the gait.

2. Commanding set-point positions for each of the four support limbs. This re-

quires specifyingxt
<limb>∀limb ∈ {lknee,rknee, lhand,rhand} for a sequence of time

T (X0:T−1) and using an Iterative Inverse Kinematics Solver to generate the joint

anglesqt. Evaluation is intended to verify that the solution is stable and accurate.

3. Commanding set-point positions for each of the support limbs, but allowing for

these to be modulated on the fly such that the CoM is kept withinthe support

polygon, ensuring stability (i.e. a more closed-loop approach). We evaluate the

stability of the partial solution.

For all methodologies, this project employs a wrist-and-knees gait, rather than an

elbow-and-knees stance. This stems from the limitations inthe degrees of freedom

of the head. Although supporting itself on the elbow provides more stability, it also

restricts the visibility of the robot. Unfortunately, thisintroduces a problem with AT-

LAS’s relatively forward CoM distribution, which coupled with relatively weaker arm

actuators makes the problem even trickier.

4.1 Crawling by Design

Classically, the method by which robots were animated was through hard-coded tra-

jectory design, and indeed, the first attempt at generating crawling for ATLAS uses

this technique. The reasons for this are multiple:

• This provides thesimplestmechanism for generating crawling in the early stages

of the project.

• It allows familiarisation with the tools available and also with the limitations of

the ATLAS robot.
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• It provided a quickfall-back for the Virtual Robotics Challenge, in the absence

of more advanced techniques.

The main criteria for evaluating the outcomes of this stage are:

• Stability : stability is ensured if the projection of the CoM onto the ground-plane

lies within the support polygon formed by the limbs which arein contact with

the ground. For this, we consider co-ordinates within the spatial frame (which is

always oriented horizontally, and thus perpendicular to gravity).

• Motion Rate : we investigate the ability of the gait to achieve the desired motion

(turn the robot or move it forward). These are defined specificto the type of

motion and are described separately.

• Periodicity : since this method is employed in a repeated manner, it is necessary

that the motion is periodic. In turn this means it is desirable that for a Gaitq,

|qt −qT | ≈ 0

A non-cyclic behaviour gives extremely inefficient results in this methodology.

Typically, an experiment is evaluated multiple times to geta fair result, with the sim-

ulator being restarted after each trial to ensure consistency. Data is logged at a rate of

100Hz (keeping in mind that the physics update is at a rate of 1kHz). A problem that

crops up often in simulation, however, is that ATLAS tends toskate around the floor

in certain poses, hence biasing motion statistics. This is probably due to some numer-

ical inconsistency in contact computation with the ODE physics engine. Attempts to

decrease its affect by increasing the frictional coefficients of the ground plane proved

unsuccessful. What is more, it is impossible to quantify theeffect of this, since it de-

pends on the contact pose itself (employing a period of driftanalysis before or after the

trial does not convey the necessary information). Whereversignificant, reference will

be made to this point.

We actually generate a series of trajectories forrolling , turning on the spot andcrawl-

ing forwards and backwards. The design process is quite iterative, and involves at-

tempting a move, analysing its outcome and tuning it. However, a conceptual work-

flow can be identified:

1. We gather information from human subjects, especially asto what are the re-

quirements of each limb.
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2. We analyse which is the better initial stance, which helpsin the later key-frames.

3. We generate the gait sequence (the set ofqt’s).

4. We Analyse the CoM with respect to the support limbs to ensure stable motion.

In this respect, planning ahead is a key requirement to ensure that the robot is

not put into a position from which, due to stability, it wouldnot be able to move

any more except undo the previous step(s).

5. Wherever possible, an attention to symmetry between the left and right limbs is

considered. This helps maintain stability, and also ensures that ATLAS travels

in the right direction.

4.1.1 Rolling

In the event that ATLAS falls over, it is necessary for it to roll over into a position

from which it would be able to get back up again. In particular, the HKU team requires

ATLAS to be able to roll onto its back, both from the left and right side1.

For this motion script, it is assumed that the robot starts from theprone stance (in

which the robot is lying flat on its belly, with its legs and arms straightened along the

length of its body). This provides the most stable and reliable pose (since it is trivial to

get the robot in it). The motion is symmetrical for rolling from either side. The main

goal in achieving the roll is to shift the CoM in such a way thatthe robot ‘topples’

over onto its back. In the interest of stability, we achieve this not by dynamic inertial

forces, but rather by static displacement of the CoM until ATLAS ‘eases’ into its new

position, because this guarantees consistent results. Forthis reason, execution of most

key frames is on the order of between 2 and 5 seconds. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the sequence

of key-frames employed2.

4.1.2 Turning

Apart from forward/backward crawling, it is necessary to allow ATLAS to turn on the

spot and change its direction of motion. This proves to be considerably challenging due

1In effect, there was a crude script for this, but it was not very reliable: it did however provide
inspiration for the final solution

2Videos of the trajectory can be viewed online at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEUYqykr9Cg
and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4CrdLzYmQPw
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Figure 4.1: Sequence of stances in making ATLAS roll over onto its back (from the

left)

to the CoM problem described earlier. However, the end trajectory is quite successful.

Indeed, this script was used by the HKU team during the Virtual Robotics Challenge,

and it proved crucial in the obstacle course section, where the team scored12 out of

a possible16 points. This also meant that our team made it in thetop 9 entries and

received a limited amount of funding from DARPA.

Evaluation Measures

Apart from the visualisation of CoM stability, we define fourefficiency measures. With

reference to Fig.4.2, let us denote:

rinit andr f in to represent the initial and final orientation of the pelvis within one

full circle: a circle is defined to be the smallest time at which r f in− rinit ≈ 0.

xinit andx f in to represent the projection of the CoM onto the horizontal plane at

the start and end of a complete circle.

tinit andt f in to be the time indexes of the beginning and end of a complete circular

trajectory.

In order to determine the above values, we first smooth out thedata by convolving

with a Gaussian Filter window which extends over 200 samplesin either direction

with σ = 50. This eliminates the effects of noise in the measurements. Thus, we define

the following measures:
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Figure 4.2: Efficiency Measures for the Turning motion. The CoM trajectory (in the

world-frame) is denoted in black, with the forward facing directions by blue arrows.

• Drift /Circle : The distance between the initial and final position:d = |xinit− x f in|.

• Time/Circle : The time to achieve one full circle. This is quite relative since it

also depends on the rate at which commands are given, which ishard-coded to

be relatively slow during testing to achieve more stable results.

• Radius : We first calculate the centroid, as the mean of all thesmoothed data

points up to one full circle (i.e. we ignore remaining points, otherwise it biases

the centroid):

centroid =
1

t f in− tinit +1

t f in
∑

i=tinit

xi

The radius is then defined as the average of the distances between the centroid

and the points forming the circle:

radius =
1

t f in− tinit +1

t f in
∑

i=tinit

|xi− centroid|

• Cycles/Circle : The number of loops of the basic trajectory requiredto achieve

one full circle.

We run a simulation for 5 times, each time commanding a total of 20 loops of turning

motion. The simulator is restarted after each trial, to ensure similar starting conditions.
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Implementation Remarks

We give some deal of thought to the starting pose. We modify the team’s four-point

support stance, whereby the legs are pulled into and under the body (and spread out

slightly) and the arms pulled closer together. The overall effect is that ATLAS is sup-

ported mostly by its lower legs, as if standing in a slightly bent-over kneeling position.

This pulls the CoM closer to the legs for increased stability.

Figure 4.3: Sequence of stances in the Turning trajectory

Although the above stance mediates the issue with the CoM it does not entirely solve

it. The weaker arm joints imply that it is difficult to support the upper body with just

one arm, especially if it is outstretched while the other is being lifted, since this would

cause ATLAS to topple over. Instead, the solution is to first bend into the opposite limb

(the left arm) by slightly closing the elbow. This shifts theCoG enough to the left such

that that the robot can lift its right arm and extend it outwards. Fig. 4.3 displays the

sequence of operations through a series of screen-shots3.

Results

From a stability viewpoint, the trajectory does maintain the CoM within the support

polygons as verified by a sample of support polygon visualisations in Figs.4.4. Since

3Video at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rV20q5vySvI
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the robot is mainly in a sort of kneeling position, the feet are also displayed with the

same colour as the corresponding knee.
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(d) Final Stance

Figure 4.4: A Sample of Support stances during the Turning motion: in each case

the points show the projection of the limbs/CoM onto the spatial frame. The robot

is facing to the right.

Fig.4.5 illustrates a sample trajectory followed by the CoM, together with the direction

vector of the pelvis at the start of each cycle. The smoothed trajectory is also displayed

for reference purposes. The average drift over the 5 trials is about 24 cm, as tabulated

in 4.1, which is quite minimal, compared even to the size of ATLAS. Perhaps the

only drawback is the turning radius, which at 0.67m is almosta third of the height of

ATLAS, although again, this is not too excessive, and indeed, posed no problem during
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the virtual challenge. Timing is quite slow but this can be speeded up by increasing the

rate at which commands are given.
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Figure 4.5: A sample motion trajectory showing the robot turning.

Table 4.1: Statistics for Turning Motion (mean ± standard deviation)

Drift /Full Circle Time/Full Circle Radius Cycles/Circle

0.2478±0.106m 136.2±3.38s 0.6735±0.039m 14.38±0.364

4.1.3 Crawling

The main task required by the project involves ATLAS crawling. Indeed, this proves

to be the most challenging task of the three attempted.

Evaluation Criteria

The crawling trajectory is evaluated again for stability, through visualisation of support

polygons. For evaluation efficiency, 10 trials are attempted, with 10 cycles commanded
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per trial, and the results averaged out. We carry over the same definitions of orienta-

tion and CoM position from 4.1.2, applied to Fig.4.6. However, the definitions of the

efficiency measures change to accommodate the style of motion:

• Drift /Cycle : This is now defined as the sideways drift, perpendicular to the

direction of motion. i.e.

d = |x f in− x f in
rinit |

wherex f in
rinit is the projection of the final position onto the unit vector ofthe initial

orientationrinit.

• Orientation Change/Cycle : This is the difference in the pelvis orientation after

completing one full cycle:

θ = θ f in− θinit

whereθi is computed using the arctangent of the x and y coefficients of the

orientations (this simplification is possible because the orientation data happened

to always be in the first or fourth quadrant).

• Distance/Cycle : This is estimated as the distance between the initialandfinal

position of the robot (after execution of all cycles), divided by the number of

gaits carried out:

s =
|x f inal− xinit |

Ncycles

• Velocity : Again, a first order estimate:

v =
|x f inal− xinit |

t f inal− tinit

In addition, we also visually investigate the cyclic natureof the trajectories, by looping

over 10 cycles and recording CoM and limb information with respect to the pelvis

frame of reference.

Implementation Remarks

With respect to an initial stance, a similar pose is selectedas for the Turning motion,

focusing on a symmetrical gait. A difference from the Turning initial stance however,

is that the process of squatting on its knees cannot be so pronounced in this scenario,

since the legs themselves need to move to propel the body forwards.
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Figure 4.6: Efficiency Measures for the Crawling motion. The CoM trajectory (in

the world-frame) is again denoted in black, with the pelvis’ forward directions by

blue arrows.

Human crawling gaits themselves differ considerably between individuals, depending

on many factors [17], the study of which is beyond the scope ofthis dissertation. What

is more, some humans tend to move two limbs simultaneously, balancing the body on

a diagonal pair: while this increases the efficiency and speed of the gait, it also com-

pounds the complexity of balancing. Thus, we only consider tripod support gaits from

a single subject (the author), with the following order of limb flights: Left Arm, Right

Leg, Right Arm, Left Leg. Fig. 4.7 displays the cycle of key-frames employed. The

diagram explicitly indicates the possibility to skip the initialising stance after the first

iteration, the effect of which is evaluated in the results section4.

Results

Fig.4.8 summarizes some of the key-frames in simulation. The initial stance is in fact a

rectangular gait, with the CoM well within the support polygon. Sub-figure (b) shows

an interesting position. This reflects an intermediary stance, whereby the robot is tran-

sitioning from a lower right support triangle (left knee, right knee and right wrist) to an

upper right one (left knee, right wrist, left wrist). This isindeed a case of dynamic sta-

bility, as ATLAS shifts its weight accordingly. The third figure shows a typical tripod

stance. Finally, the fourth figure shows the final stance before the procedure repeats.

In this case, the stance is only marginally stable (it actually lies on the support line),

4Videos are available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pH4CnUmGoY (forward crawl) and
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mzuuh-INgrg (reversing)
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but this is not an issue, as it represents the left knee comingdown in preparation for

the next iteration.

Figure 4.7: Sequence of stances in the Crawling Trajectory. Step 0 may be skipped

in subsequent iterations.

From an efficiency perspective, we evaluate two crawling behaviours, which differ in

their first stance. Since the first set-point (q1) is intended solely to stabilise the robot

from any initial crawling posture, we test whether skippingit in subsequent iterations

provides better or worse results. Hence, the two techniquesare compared side by side.

Fig.4.9 displays a run with both trajectories. Both gaits show equally straight paths,

however, there is a recurring drift in the motion to the robot’s left, equivalent to about

27 cm in both cases (Table 4.2). How much of this is attributedto the slipping problem

and how much is an inefficiency in the gait is not clear. The orientation change itself

is quite minimal between cycles. Hence, the problem can be ‘relieved’ by turning AT-

LAS to face slightly sideways to the desired motion and crawling in such a direction.

The distance covered per gait stands at more than a third of ATLAS’s height and longer
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Figure 4.8: A Sample of Support stances during the Crawling motion: again the

robot faces right.
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(b) Trajectory with q1 skipped after the first cycle

Figure 4.9: CoM motion data (in world frame) through 10 full cycles

Table 4.2: Statistics for Forward Crawling (mean values ± standard deviation)

Loop Method Drift /Gait Turn /Gait Distance/Gait Velocity

Full Loop 0.2728±0.037m 3.4779±0.791◦ 0.6840±0.007m 0.0791±0m/s

Part Loop 0.2749±0.023m 3.008±0.504◦ 0.7335±0.008m 0.0953±0m/s

than its support stance (about 0.65 m), with the partial trajectory achieving a marginal

7% improvement on the other counterpart. A more significant improvement is with

respect to the velocity (naturally, since the time for executing a command is skipped).

It should be noted again that although the speed appears to bequite small, this is due

to the rate at which commands are being generated: it remainsto be investigated (not

within this project) to what extent speeding this up could improve the velocity, without

affecting stability (due to inertial forces). In effect, the rate at which commands are

currently given is at no more than 2 Hz.

Since the crawling gait is typically used in a loop, a measureof its applicability is

indeed the cyclic nature of the trajectory of the four limbs.This is illustrated in Fig.

4.10. The diagrams prove that the trajectory is indeed cyclic in nature: the start of the

trajectory (solid circle) is very close to each loop end (diamond). Not only that, but

the path traced between loops is very similar: the hands do exhibit some deviation,

probably due to their weaker actuators. The paths seem to be quite simple, almost

polygonal: this is attributed to the methodology employed,whereby a limb is moved
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only once it is necessary to do so. Another interesting pointis the similarity exhibited

between each pair of limbs (knees and wrists), which is a key trait of locomotory

behaviour in animals [18].
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Figure 4.10: Trajectory (x1:N) followed by each of the four limbs over 10 cycles, in

the pelvis frame of reference.

Reversing

A benefit of a cyclic motion is that it can be modulated to achieve different affects. We

put this to effect in attempting a reverse-crawling gait for ATLAS, by executing each

of the commands in reverse (starting from the final stance andending in the initial one,
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i.e.:

Xreverse = XT−1:0
f orward

A similar test-bed as for the forward crawling is setup to investigate the applicability

of the methodology. Fig. 4.11 again compares the full loop and partial loop (with

the first setup command skipped) results. Detailed statistics are given in Table 4.3.

The performance is consistently lower than the forward casebut this is to be expected:

indeed, it is surprising that the script performed so well without any modification.

Also, in this case, it is less clear which of the two methods isthe better: the full loop

achieves less drift but then it is the partial-loop trajectory that is fastest (albeit by a

small margin).
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(b) Trajectory with q1 skipped after the first cycle

Figure 4.11: CoM motion data (in world frame) through 10 full cycles in Reversing

motion. The robot starts at the top right and moves downwards and backwards.

Table 4.3: Statistics for Reverse Crawling

Loop Method Drift /Gait Turn /Gait Distance/Gait Velocity

Full Loop 0.3461±0.025m 5.197±1.67◦ 0.5019±0.035m 0.0580±0.004m

Part Loop 0.4049±0.025m 4.773±1.35◦ 0.5197±0.023m 0.0675±0.003m
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4.1.4 Concluding Remarks

The hand-tuned methodology is successful in achieving stable and acceptable trajecto-

ries. This is verified not only by the above results but also the performance of some of

the motion scripts in the Virtual Robotics Challenge. As it is, hand-crafting trajectories

provides a relatively easy process, especially for expert artists. It does however suffer

from many limitations:

1. It is quite time-consuming, requiring several iterations of trial and error config-

uration setup.

2. It does not guarantee the best results: there is no optimisation of trajectory, no

enforcing that contact conditions are met and no explicit stability control feed-

back.

3. It is brittle: it does not port easily to different implementations with different

kinematic and dynamic properties.
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4.2 Crawling by Imitation

Although the hand-tuned trajectories work well in controlled environments, their ap-

plicability in more difficult terrain is limited. A more robust technique is thus required,

which uses a high-level planner to command foot-hold placements depending on the

state of the environment, similar to [19]. A first step in achieving this is to allow the

planner to command Cartesian positions for each of the support limbs and utilise a

low-level controller to determine the necessary joint angles to achieve this: i.e. imple-

ment an Inverse Kinematics Solver. This will form the focus of this section.

In implementing an IK solver, or rather anIterative IK solver (IIK), we focus on

1. Stability of the Solution : we require that the solver outputs valid configurations

even given invalid inputs, such as poses which are out of the limb’s reach due

to kinematic constraints. This is evaluated through analysis of the commanded

joints given a set of poses.

2. Correctness of the Solution: we require that the solution moves the end effec-

tors as close as possible to their required position i.e.:

x<limb>,actual ≈ x<limb>,desired

One other motivation for implementing an IIK solver is that it presents another way by

which loop-like trajectories can be generated: that is by re-targeting human motion-

captured data. This allows a much easier way to incorporate learned traits in maintain-

ing a stable gait, directly from a being which has learnt to cope with the limitations

of a humanoid body for crawling. Such a methodology, furtherallows optimisation of

kinematic and dynamic constraints as required by the implementation and should be

easier to port to systems with different properties. This in turn involves a number of

different steps:

1. Re-target the captured trajectory to take account of ATLAS’s dimensions.

2. Pre-process the data, eliminating ambiguities and gather pertinent information.

3. Solve for the relevant limb positions using an Iterative Inverse Kinematics (IIK)

solver.
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4.2.1 Solving Inverse Kinematics for ATLAS

The ATLAS robot is a complex kinematic system, with 28 Degrees of Freedom. This

incorporates a lot of redundancies which although beneficial in certain respects, make

the Inverse Kinematics solution harder to compute. The nature of the problem does

provide for some simplifications however. Since it is the four support joints (wrists

and knees) that will be in contact with the ground, and therefore have the potential to

move the robot, solving for these four end effectors is enough. In turn, this allows for

the added redundancy to be used in achieving other constraints, such as stability (which

is treated in 4.3). Solving the problem itself requires three components as described in

2.2.1 and further elaborated below.

Forward Mapping

The Forward Kinematic Mapping (4.1) is efficiently handled by thetf library. The li-

brary automatically updates its kinematic map based on the current sensed joint angles

and uses it to define the pose of each frame within the skeleton. Since the frames are

located at the joint axis, extracting the origin of the framerelative to the pelvis-frame

amounts to getting the position of the joints required. Furthermore, due to the condi-

tional independence between end effectors given the joint configurations, the ‘Big’ FK

map can be constructed by simple concatenation of the individual mappings:

Φ =
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φ rhand













































(4.2)

End Effector Position Jacobian

The next ingredient is the Jacobian. Naı̈vely, this is the first derivative of the FK map,

with respect to each of the joint angles: it relates velocities in the configuration space

to velocities in the end effector space.

Jq
i : δq ∈ R28 7→ δxi ∈ R

3 (4.3)

Note that the Jacobian is itself a function of the current joint configuration. Analyti-

cally, each entry in the 3×28 matrix mapping may be a complex function of the joints,

however we simplify the problem through linearisation [7].Specifically, it is justly as-
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sumed that in the neighbourhood of the current joint configuration, the derivative may

be approximated solely by a linear term.

Figure 4.12: Derivation for the End-Effector Jacobian

Consider the simplified ATLAS setup in Fig. 4.12. The root in our case is the pelvis,

and the end effector, is any one of the support limbs (in this case the left wrist). Assume

we are computing the Jacobian entry (column,J
q j

i ) for joint q j, which is a revolving

joint rotating abouta j (specified in terms of the root frame). It is evident that if all

other joints remain fixed, different angles forq j will position e on a circular path of

radius|d j|. Furthermore, in the neighbourhood of the current value forq j, the change

in position and hence the Jacobian entry forq j can be linearised to the cross product

of a j andd j i.e.

J
q j

i = a j×d j (4.4)

d = Tr→e−Tr→qi (4.5)

with d being defined in the root frame.

The illustration shows the locality of the solution. Not only is the linearisation valid

only in the neighbourhood, but the radius itself changes as the other joints (in this case

q j andqk) change. What is more, the position and axis of the joint itself may change

(considerq j: wheneverqi changes,Tr→q j changes as well and must be recomputed).
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To ensure stability of the solution, the Jacobian thereforehas to be used in small in-

crements of angles, hence the requirement foriterating inverse kinematics. Again, as

with the FK map, the ‘Big’ Jacobian for all four limbs is the concatenation of each

individual one:

J =
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(4.6)

where the explicit reference to the current configurationq is dropped for convenience.

The Cost Function

Given the FK mapping from joint angles to end effector positions, it would appear

trivial to do the inverse process: i.e.

x = Φ(q)
?
=⇒ q = Φ−1(x) (4.7)

However, the above equation suffers from two major pitfalls:

1. Firstly, the forward mapping in Eq (4.7) is a many-to-manymapping. Specif-

ically, for this problem it maps a 28-joint configuration to 12 Cartesian co-

ordinates (three for each limb). Hence its inverse is not defined.

2. The domain ofΦ−1 (x) is not infinite: i.e., not all cartesian poses can be achieved

(the desired position is out of the limb’s reach). The above naı̈ve solution would

run into singularities if such a mapping were attempted.

The solution lies in posing the problem as an optimisation ofa quadratic loss function.

Specifically, at each time step, the cost of the next configuration (qt) is given by [13]

Ct(qt, x∗t) = ||x∗t −φ(qt−1)||2C + ||q
t −qt−1||2R−2hT Rq (4.8)

• The first term in Eq (4.8), with weightingC, is the main constraint that we wish

to minimize. It puts a penalty on the deviation in end-effector space (to enforce

that the support limbs are where they should be).C can be used to prioritize the

different tasks relative to each other, however, this is not needed for the current

specification.C is thus the Identity scaled up by a factor of a 1000, to providea

priority relative to the second term which is on the order of unity.
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• The middle term attempts to avoid too large changes from the previous joint

configuration. In so doing, it eliminates the singularitiesby ‘softening’ the hard

constraints of the first term. Its weighting,W is typically two or three orders of

magnitude less than for the end-effector error (hence the values in theC matrix).

In this case, however, changes in joints closer to the pelvisare more costly than

changes in joints closer to the end effector for two reasons. Firstly, they affect the

position of all their child joints, potentially leading to solution instability. More

importantly they have a higher affect on the distribution of the CoM which can

throw ATLAS unstable (besides expending more energy to actuate). Thus we

weight each joint by the total mass following it, normalisedsuch that the inverse

sums to unity.

• Due to its high redundancy, the solutionmight still contain some degrees of

freedom. This comes in useful in definingnull-space motion, that is a further

constraint cast into the freedom of the previous ones (hencenull-space). In our

case, this is used to minimise deviation between the currentconfiguration5 and

a ‘home-position’q∗, which is taken to be thefour point stance(A form of

crawling posture defined by the team):

h = ||q∗−qt−1||2H

Taking the derivative of Eq (4.8) and equating to 0 yields thesolution [7]:

qt = qt−1+ J♯(x∗− xt−1)+ (I − J♯J)h (4.9)

whereJ♯ is the regularised pseudo inverse:

J♯ ≔ (JTCJ +W)−1JTC−1 =W−1JT (JW−1JT +C−1)−1 (4.10)

For the sake of numerical stability, we prefer the second definition of the pseudo-

inverse. Since J is a 12×28 matrix, the latter definition involves the inverse of a 12×12

rather than 28×28 matrix, which is not only more efficient but also not as sparse as

the former. The regularisation weighting (W ∈R28×28) is inverted and normalised such

that it sums to unity (as previously indicated) to maintain the relative weighting with

respect to the main constraint, wherebyC−1 = (0.001)I12.

5Ideally, the deviation should be from the next joint configuration, but this simplifies the form of the
solution based on the assumption of locality.
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Iterating Inverse Kinematics

The above solution hinges on the assumption of locality: that the solver is asked to

take small steps. In reality, the commanded set-points may be far away from the cur-

rent position, and hence, the solution will not be accurate.We address this problem

by changing the form of the solution from a one-shot open-loop computation to an

iterative closed-loop process. Specifically, we interpolate the difference in joint angles

in a linear fashion. We also attempt to maintain a constant joint velocity through-

out the trajectory by scaling the execution time according to the fraction of trajectory

commanded. The IIK solver process is illustrated in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Iterating Inverse Kinematics

Require: LOCALT ← 0.4 ⊲ Locality Threshold

Require: CONVT ← 0.01 ⊲ Error Convergence Threshold

Require: NCT ← 0.001,m← 3 ⊲ Guards against infinite looping

1: x∗← read in next command

2: remainTime← read in with command

3: repeat

4: J← computeBIGJacobian( ) ⊲ Concatenation of each limb’s Jacobian

5: Error← x∗− xt−1

6: q̇← IK(Error) ⊲ Compute IK solution

7: if max(q̇) > LOCALT then

8: scaleFactor← LOCALT÷ max(q̇)

9: else

10: scaleFactor← 1

11: end if

12: executeT ime← scaleFactor× remainTime

13: remainTime← remainTime− executeT ime

14: qt← qt−1+ q̇× scaleFactor

15: until max(Error)< CONVT or ∇max(Error)< NCT f or last m iterations

4.2.2 Evaluating the IIK Algorithm

Correctness of the Jacobian Computation

As pointed out earlier (section 4.2.1), Jacobians are by definition only valid locally.

To investigate this effect and choose appropriate time-steps for control, we test the
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applicability of the End-Effector Jacobian library in predicting the outcome of joint

differences on the end effector position. Specifically, the testing procedure is detailed

in Algorithm 3. Letx denote the actual position of a particular limb andy denote our

estimated value. At timet = 0 we initialise

y0 = x0

i.e. we sample the true value using the tf library to lookup its transform with respect to

the pelvis. We then execute a sequence of joint commandsq∗i
6, thus moving the limb

around: however, at each time-stept, we estimatey using:

yt = yt−1+ Jt−1qt−1

We evaluate this by comparing with the true valuesx. The sampling frequency is varied

from 1Hz up to 100Hz. We gather statistics to compute:

• Mean Error : Average of the magnitude of the Error:

Ê =
1
T

T
∑

t=1

||yt − xt ||2

• Final Error : The error at the end of the test, which accumulates over time. In

fact, it is smoothed out over the final 20 samples:

E f in =
1
20

T
∑

t=T−20

||yt − xt ||2

• Task Error Rate : Approximates the rate of change of error with motion of the

end effector:

T ER =
E f in

∑T
t=1 ||x

t − xt−1||2

• Joint Error Rate : Similar quantity but evaluates the error with respect to changes

in joint angles (a more significant measure since the locality problem arises

within the configuration space)

JER =
E f in

∑T
t=1 ||q

t −qt−1||2

where q refers to sensed joint values.
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Algorithm 3 Testing the Accuracy of the Jacobian Computation.

Require: looprate

Require: File with a set o f joint commands

1: Initialise AT LAS in prone pose (wait until settled)

2: x← current end− e f f ector state

3: qt← AT LAS Joints

4: repeat

5: Controller.NextCommand( )

6: while not(controller ready) do

7: qt−1← qt

8: J← Jacobian.Compute( )

9: S leep f or 1/looprate

10: qt← AT LAS Joints

11: ∆q← qt −qt−1

12: x← x+ J∆q

13: Log x to f ile

14: end while

15: until End o f File

Table 4.4 lists the main results. Any frequency above 50Hz seems to give acceptable

error rates. What is interesting is that both plots in Fig. 4.13 (with 1Hz and 100Hz

respectively) have roughly the same shape, albeit with different amplitudes (pointing

to the fact that the errors arise from the type of changes in joint angles). The final

two columns in turn, hint (indirectly) at the potential range of possible step-sizes to

use when solving IIK. Taking the case of 50Hz, this gives 4mm per radian. Hence,

this points at anything below 1 radian being acceptable, especially since in a final

implementation, errors would not be accumulating, since wesense the actual joint

angles. However, because this is only a rough guide, the finaltrials are conducted with

a maximum joint step-size of 0.4c.

The Regularisation Parameter C

We evaluate the effect of the regularisation parameter by initialising the robot in a pre-

defined pose and then solving IK for each of its support limbs.To eliminate issues with

the robot falling over or indeed ground collisions, the robot is initialised lying on its

6Here the index refers to the next desired command in sequencenot the individual joint
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Figure 4.13: Cumulative Error in end-effector Jacobian throughout execution of a

debug script

Table 4.4: End-Effector Jacobian Accuracy Statistics

Loop Rate Mean Error Final Error Task Error Rate Joint Error Rate

1 0.2626 m 0.3222 m 0.1878 0.1780 m/c

5 0.0623 m 0.0791 m 0.0451 0.0350 m/c

10 0.0371 m 0.0476 m 0.0261 0.0172 m/c

50 0.0191 m 0.0250 m 0.0126 0.0043 m/c

100 0.0154 m 0.0206 m 0.0101 0.0021 m/c

back. Evaluation is carried out under two initial conditions. A crucify stance ensures

that the limbs are far from their desired position (to test for singularities). In a repeated

set of trials the robot is initialised in the four-point stance pose (and hence close to its

desired configuration). In particular we evaluate:

1. Stability , by analysing the range of (absolute) commanded angles. We report

the mean and the maxima/minima

2. Correctness, by noting the end effector error after 1 iteration of Inverse Kine-

matics (defined in the usual way) averaged over the four limbs(again with max-

ima/minima).

We use the IK version of 4.9 without a home-pose

qt = qt−1+ J♯(x∗− xt−1) (4.11)
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and where the WeightingW in 4.10 is the Identity Matrix

Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate the effect of regularisation on both the error and more

importantly on the commanded joint angles. It is clear that without regularisation, the

solution quickly is thrown unstable, especially when the desired position is far from the

current one. The higher the regularisation the more stable the solution is: however too

high a regularisation has an adverse affect on the end-effector error. Indeed, the error

starts decreasing as the regularisation increases, until it reaches a value of 0.001 which

appears to be ideal. Further increases in regularisation however prevent the solution

from considering the error, with the effect that it starts to grow again. The error itself

is quite large, but this is due to the naı̈vity of the current test paradigm (no iteration).
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Figure 4.14: End Effector Error as a function of regularisation

The effect of the weighting Matrix W and the Home-Pose

While the regularised solution maintains stability, it suffers from some sub-optimalities:

• Commanding the position of four joints leaves room for redundancy, especially

for joints which do not affect the pose of the end effector in question (for example

all joints from the knee downwards). This leads to them drifting off to weird

values. The solution to this is the introduction of a home-pose, cast into the

null-space of the above solution.

• While there may be multiple ways to reach a position, it is preferable to do this

with minimal deviation in the CoM (which could throw the robot unstable if it
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Figure 4.15: Commanded Joint Values (amplitude) as a function of regularisation

shifts too abruptly). This preference is encoded in the weighting matrix W.

This experiment is designed to characterize the stability of the solution and the error

in end-effector with the introduction of the above factors. The robot is initialised in a

crucify pose on its back and commanded a four-point-stance.We setup the one-shot

IK solver in one of four combinations:

• No Home-Pose specification, Identity Weighting

• No Home-Pose specification, Inverse Mass Weighting (as explained in 4.2.1)

• Four-Point Stance Home Pose, Identity Weighting

• Four-Point Stance Home Pose, Inverse Mass Weighting

Each experiment is repeated with a regularisation of 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2 (the ranges

which provided acceptable results previously). Again, we record the final error in end-

effector positions and the magnitude of joint angles commanded.

Looking first at the joint values, the home-pose seems to havea minimal affect on the

joint commands: rather it is the weighting which has the greatest affect on stability.

This is because it is the weighting which factors in the computation of the pseudo-

inverse and hence has the more direct affect. When it comes to the error data, it is

evident that introducing both a home-pose and a weighting reduces end-effector errors.

This is attributed partially to the home-pose being close tothe actual desired position
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Figure 4.16: Commanded Joint Values (amplitude) as a function of regularisation

for different weighting and home-pose conditions
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Figure 4.17: Final End-Effector Error as a function of regularisation for different

weighting and home-pose conditions

and hence contributing towards it. In any case, however, it verifies that with not too

large regularisation, these factors do not have an adverse affect on error and can indeed

be used to achieve optimality in other regards. Again, the errors are quite significant,

but this is due to the one-shot solution that we use (since here the emphasis is on

evaluating the merit of the different methods).
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Investigating Stability over a complete trajectory

To properly verify the benefits of the complete solution, another set of experiments are

carried out involving a complete gait trajectory. Again, ATLAS is initialised lying on

its back. We test again along three dimensions:

• Home Pose: with and without.

• Weighting : Identity Matrix or the Inverse Mass Weighting Matrix

• Regularisation : Values of 1e−3, 5e−3, 1e−2

Our analysis consists of CoM Motion Data andsensedjoint angles. These are dis-

played respectively in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19.
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Figure 4.18: Distance travelled by CoM in one full gait cycle.

The first diagram illustrates the potential of the weightingin reducing CoM Motion:

there is a marked difference between the case when the weighting is uniform and when

it is proportional to the mass of the limbs following the particular joint. The affect on

joint angles is however minimal, both by the addition of the home-pose as well as the

weighting. However, during tests, it was visually verified that the ‘uninteristing’ joints

did indeed move less (and this is reflected in tighter ‘error’bars in the graph when

using the home-pose).
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Figure 4.19: Mean distance travelled by the joints in one full gait cycle (with max-

ima/minima)

Investigating Accuracy over a complete trajectory

Finally, we analyse the end-effector error in following the complete trajectory with the

iterative scheme. To do this, we utilise the settings given in Table 4.5, which is the

setup that is used in implementing the crawling (4.2.3). We define the end-effector er-

ror to be the discrepancy between the desired (commanded) and achieved end-effector

position upon convergence of a particular command. With ATLAS initialised lying on

its back, we run 10 iterations of a 13-long set of pose commands (similar to crawling)

and report the errors in Fig. 4.20.

The errors are on the order of 7cm. This amounts to about 18% ofthe maximum

commanded differences within this trajectory. It remains to be seen how this error will

effect the ability to follow a crawling motion (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.3 Application to Crawling

In order to test the effectiveness of the IIK solution, we first execute it on our own hand-

tuned motion trajectory. We use a simulation of the hand-crafted Forward Crawling in

which we record the end effector positions for each limb (x<limb>) after executing the

commandqn. We then feed these into the IIK solver in a separate simulation run to get

our results. It should be noted that this is not expected to provide the best results for
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Figure 4.20: Mean End-Effector Error (with standard deviation) using IIK

two reasons:

• The hand-tuned trajectory is itself non-optimal: rather, this is used as a proof of

concept.

• Gathering end-effector positions from the simulated data itself introduces er-

rors/noise.

We analyse the success of our Algorithms using the same criteria as in 4.1.3. The IIK

solver is setup with the parameters in Table 4.5.

Fig 4.21 displays an achieved trajectory, while the statistics are tabulated in 4.6. Al-

though this is not intended as an exercise in optimality, it is worthwhile comparing

this with the results achieved using the purely hard-coded crawler, and indeed, some

interesting observations can be made:

• We visually notice that these tests are plagued even more by simulator-induced

drifting and this manifests in the results. Indeed, there isa huge variance on the

results, and we utilise only 4 runs which appear consistent in our statistics. One

potential reason for this slipping is that there is less support using the lower legs.

Indeed, one limitation of the current implementation is that it only solves for the

four support limbs, and the hand-tuned trajectory occasionally uses the lower
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Table 4.5: Parameters for the IIK Solver during tracking of hand-tuned motion tra-

jectory

Parameter Value Comments

Home Pose Default Crawl Stance

W Inverse Mass

C 10−3I

Locality Threshold 0.4 The maximum allowable

change in joint angles per

iteration

Converge Check 0.01 Threshold for checking that

the solution has converged

Failure Check 0.001 Threshold for determining

whether the solution has

failed (the error is not chang-

ing beyond this threshold)

Table 4.6: Statistics for Forward Crawling under IK solver (mean ± std.)

Parameter Drift /Gait Turn /Gait Distance/Gait Velocity

Value 0.0928±0.017m 13.28±0.951◦ 0.7178±0.128m 0.0314±0.006m

legs for example to aid in motion. The drifting seems to affect mostly the initial

stance, and the shifting CoG procedure (when the robot is supported temporarily

by two limbs, it starts to skate considerably).

• The IK solution does worse in terms of turning per gait, but actually achieves

less drift. The orientation problems are attributed mostlyto the slipping, which

explains the high value for the orientation change per gait:in fact, between two

cycles, the robot at times slips through almost 90 degrees. However, drift, which

is measured within a single cycle is actually superior than for the hand-tuned

commands.

• The IK solution also seems to achieve a more efficient gait: the average distance

per cycle is higher than the hard-coded crawling.

• One problem with this gait is that the CoM does not shifting correctly: indeed,

when attempting to advance, occasionally, the hand would just lift backwards
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Figure 4.21: Sample Trajectory followed by the CoM through 10 gait cycles (in IIK)

rather than pulling the body forwards, since it does not haveenough weight on

it.

4.2.4 Application to Re-targeted Crawling Data

One of our motivations for implementing an IIK solver was to allow human motion-

capture data to be used to ‘teach’ the robot to crawl. For thispurpose, we utilise

crawling data held by theComputer Graphics and Visualisationof the University of

Edinburgh.

The Data

The available data was captured at Seoul National University in Korea in 2005. The

data is of a 24-year old male, with height 1.77 m. It is represented in BVH format. The

limitations of the data are:

• It only depicts one gait cycle: this is too scarce to reliablygather enough infor-

mation to synthesize the robot motion.

• It was captured for animation purposes, with the intent being to achieve as much

realism as possible to typical human crawling. In the area oftrajectory genera-

tion for robots, the aim is usually the opposite: to have simple and stable motions
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which can be easily reproduced.

Nonetheless, due to the time constraints of the project, thedata is deemed adequate as

a proof of concept of the proposed solution.

Pre-Processing

The initial two stages of the re-targeting process happen entirely offline, and have ac-

cess to the full captured data, including absolute world co-ordinates, which is a great

benefit to the algorithms.

Re-targeting itself was done by Dr. Geol and is only mentioned here for complete-

ness’ sake. Autodesk Motion Builder conveniently takes care of the whole process,

which involves defining the skeletal structure of ATLAS and allowing the program’s

internal algorithms to re-scale the motion as necessary. The result is another BVH file

containing the same trajectories but scaled to ATLAS’s dimensions.

The first stage with which we deal is pre-processing of the re-factored data. Again,

this is broken down into a number of stages, at the end of whichthe data is written out

to file for use by the crawl-controller.

1. Extraction of the pose Data: A provided BVH Forward Kinematics package is

used to parse the BVH file and gather the world-coordinate pose of pertinent

limbs (the four support limbs and any other for debugging purposes) for each

captured frame. Subsequently, the data is also scaled down,since the re-factoring

process introduces a 100 times scale change.

2. Normalise the height co-ordinate: probably due to the placement of markers, the

minimum height data for the knees and wrists do not correspond (it appears as if

the wrists are floating compared to the knees). As such, the height trajectory is

normalised such that the minimum point for each limb is the same (taken to be 0

in the world-coordinate system). Normalisation in the sense that the maxima are

also the same for all limbs was found not to be necessary, following simulations.

3. Cast the poses into the pelvis frame of reference: this is the frame in which the

IIK solver will reference joint positions.

4. Convert to a right-handed frame: one idiosyncrasy of the data is that it is repre-

sented by a left-handed system. Before writing to file, the Y and Z values are
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interchanged, and the new Y-axis is negated to comply with the right-handed

systems used by the crawl-controller.

Results

The same set of tests as in 4.2.3 are carried out on the motion capture data, with the

results displayed in Fig.4.22. The performance is less thansatisfactory with the robot

failing to move at all in the forward direction: rather it moves only through slipping.

The reason for this can be inferred again from a set of stability plots similar to those in

4.1. Fig.4.23 shows two stances, displaying both the desired support limbs as inferred

from the captured data (solid circles) and the actual support polygon (squares). Due

to incompatible mass distribution between the subject and the robot, the desired gait is

unstable: as such, ATLAS ends up falling on its hands. Since these are being moved,

they end up scraping across the ground, pushing ATLAS backwards or turning him

around rather than advancing forward.
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Figure 4.22: Trajectory followed by the CoM through 10 gait cycles (in IIK)

4.2.5 Concluding Remarks

The IK methodology is verified to be stable and accurate. It achieves good results in

tracking a set of set-points. However, it does suffer from one major limitation: it does

not explicitly consider the stability of ATLAS. Specifically, there is no control over the
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Figure 4.23: Sample Support Stances (Desired and Actual) during IK-based crawl-

ing

CoM. This is not a problem when the data is already stable (ourown crawling gait)

but leads to failure when the mass distribution between the original character and the

ATLAS robot are significantly different.
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4.3 Crawling by CoM Modulation

The IIK solver assumes that the joint positions are correct in achieving a stable crawl-

ing motion. However, this may not always be the case. Specifically, we require that

we explicitly factor the CoM motion in our solution, so that we ensure that its projec-

tion lies within the support polygon formed by the current stance. This section details

an extension to the IIK solver to further stabilize ATLAS through CoM modulation.

Due to time-constraints, this stands only partly implemented, however, most of the

framework already exists and will be documented hereunder.We do evaluate the CoM

Jacobian for stability and accuracy as with the End-Effector Jacobian, which is fully

functional.

4.3.1 Augmenting The IIK Solver with CoM Modulation

Our proposed solution follows as an extension of the IIK solver itself. We begin by

defining a stance as a subset of the four support limbs which are indeed in contact with

the ground, denotedsp:

sp= {llKnee, lrKnee, llWrist, lrWrist |li.z = 0}

For now we assume the robot is on flat ground at a height of 0: this definition can be

extended to handle irregular terrain by considering a contact sensor. We also define

the CoM Jacobian with respect to the frame at supporti (wherei is the contact point

between the ground and limbli) asJli
CoM to distinguish it from the end-effector Jacobian

Jli
limb which is also defined in terms of theli frame of reference. The CoM Jacobian is

calculated in a similar manner as the End-Effector Jacobian, except that

• We use the position of the CoM of the links following the jointq j as the end-

effector positione (Fig.4.12).

• We take into consideration that the CoM itself is a weighted average of the in-

vidual limb masses: thus, the Jacobian entry is weighted by the fraction of CoM

of the total body present in the limbs followingq j, i.e. we modify Eq 4.4 to:

Jli
CoM(q j) = (a j×d j)

∑

k> j mk
∑ j

k′=1 mk′
(4.12)

We augment the Big JacobianJli as:

Jli =

















Jli
CoM

Jli
limb

















(4.13)
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i.e. we choose a limbli from sp, compute the Jacobian for the CoM in terms of this

limb (Jli
CoM) and also compute the Jacobian of all the other limbs in termsof li (Jli

limb).

The reason for doing so is that:

• We enforce the CoM motion to be with respect to the support limb and not the

pelvis7.

• We also give the same level of priority to positioning the support limbs. If we

were to cast the Jacobians for the end effectors of the other support limbs into

the null-space of the CoM Jacobian, we would be putting a hardconstraint on

the CoM and a softer constraint on the support limbs, which would defeat the

solution. This gives us the chance to weight each goal relatively, especially since

the CoM need not achieve a desired position, only be within the support polygon.

What we can do is however weight the position of support limbs(li ∈ sp) more

than those limbs which are in flight (whose position is less critical for stability).

We define the centroid of support in the spatial frame to be themean of the elements

of sp:

cS ,t =
1
|sp|

∑

li∈sp

xS ,t
li

We also define the CoM position in the Spatial Frame asmS ,t. We thus redefine our

Inverse Kinematics Solution (Eq 4.9 into the following format:

qt = qt−1+Jli♯(∆v)+ (I −Jli♯Jli)h (4.14)

where the difference vector∆v is:

∆v = [∆c∆x]T

∆c = Pli→S (cS ,t −mS ,t)

∆x = x∗li,t − xli,st−1∀li

and wherePli→S represents the transformation mapping points in the Spatial Frame to

points in theli frame. We compute the difference for∆c in the spatial frame to ignore

7Indeed, in our first attempt we compute the CoM JacobianJ pelv
CoM with respect to the pelvis. We

follow the same procedure detailed above, but it fails to achieve the goal: with the pelvis as the root,
the Jacobian attempts to move the limbs to achieve a shift in the CoM. Rather, the problem calls for
immoveable end effectors (specifically those supporting the robot) and motionof the internal body to
shift its weight while maintaining the contact conditions.Indeed, in some limited testing, the same
results as with the un-augmented IIK (if not worse) were observed
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discrepancies in the height of the CoM which are irrelevant to stability, by simply

setting the z component of the difference vector to 0 before transforming into theli

frame.∆x is simply the difference between the desired and actual limb positions.Jli♯

defines the usual pseudo-inverse (Eq. 4.10), with its own regularisation and weighting

between the CoM and support limbs.

4.3.2 Status of Implementation

Due to time constraints, the implementation of this system is still in its early stages.

We do have a functional CoM Jacobian, incorporated within the Kinematics library,

the testing of which is documented below. Further due to the nature of our kinematics

library it is trivial to change the root frame of reference for the CoM Jacobian. How-

ever, the actual Augmented IIK solver has yet to be debugged and tested.

One further thing that we require is that we know which limbs should be in stance (i.e.

the sets). In the case of the re-targeted motion data, which is conveniently specified

in the world-frame, we note that limbs in stance should not move. The un-normalised

horizontal velocity is thus calculated as ˙xi,world = xi+1,world − xi,world, and stance limbs

are identified by a value of less than 0.1 times the maximum velocity achieved by that

limb. This proves to be more robust than basing the calculateon height data.

4.3.3 Results

We test the CoM Jacobian for accuracy, in the same test-bed asdefined in 4.2.2, but

using the position of the CoM in place of the End-effector. Specifically, we definemt

to be the position of the CoM at timet andm∗,t to be our internal estimate of the same

value, computed by integration from a previous step:

m∗t = m∗t−1+Kt−1qt−1

We also define the following evaluation metrics:

• Mean Error : Average of the magnitude of the Error:

Ê =
1
T

T
∑

t=1

||m∗t −mt||2
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• Final Error : The error at the end of the test smoothed out over20 samples:

E f in =
1
20

T
∑

t=T−20

||m∗t −mt||2

• Error Rate : Approximates the rate of change of error with motion (integrated)

of the CoM itself:

T ER =
E f in

∑T
t=1 ||m

t −mt −1||2

Fig.4.24 illustrates the error accumulated over the duration of an entire run for the

extreme cases of frequency. Table 4.7 on the other hand, shows the error statistics in

the Jacobian Computation.
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Figure 4.24: Cumulative Error in CoM Jacobian throughout execution of a debug

script

Table 4.7: CoM Jacobian Accuracy Statistics

Loop Rate/Hz Mean Error /m Max Error /m Error Rate

1 0.0648 0.0836 0.1298

10 0.0091 0.0111 0.0171

50 0.0048 0.0062 0.0090

100 0.0037 0.0052 0.0075

The results indicate that any frequency above 50 Hz is sufficient for adequate re-

construction (with any improvements being negligible). Inany case, during control,
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the position is itself updated using Forward Kinematics, and hence, error accumula-

tion will be negligible. However, since for these tests the commands were given at a

slow rate (albeit large steps), a 100 Hz update rate should suffice the final implementa-

tion were steps are envisioned to be quite smaller.

Preliminary testing with the naı̈ve implementation, whereby the CoM is defined in

terms of the pelvis give much the same results as in the basic IIK solution. With

relatively equal weighting between the CoM and the End-effector Jacobians, the effect

of the former on the solution is minimal and not enough to solve the stability problem.

With higher weighting, it overrides the requirement to put the limbs at the desired

positions, rather bending the whole body at the back to achieve the shift in CoM.

4.3.4 Concluding Remarks

Due to the time-constraints of the project, this implementation is still not finalised.

The CoM Jacobian is verified to be functional, and most of the infrastructure for im-

plementation can be ported over from the IIK solver. However, the solution still has to

be debugged and tested, and as yet, no results can be reported.



Chapter 5

Discussion and Conclusions

The project thus far has been quite successful. This chaptersummarizes the contribu-

tions presented in our work, points out the limitations and the knowledge gained, and

presents ideas for future work in the area.

5.1 Contribution

This project has sought to provide the backbone for implementing Full Body Motion

Synthesisfor the ATLAS robot, with the intent of achieving locomotorybehaviour

through crawling. The main contributions can be listed as:

• We have generated a set of hand-tuned trajectories for the ATLAS robot, includ-

ing turning and crawling. The motion scripts have been tested for stability on flat

terrain, with the Turning trajectory being used in theDARPA Virtual Robotics

Challenge.

• We have verified the potential of modulating these scripts, namely by implement-

ing reverse crawling through execution of the crawling trajectory in reverse.

• We have implemented an Iterative Inverse Kinematics solverfor the ATLAS

robot. This involves dealing with the intricacies of a 28-Degree of Freedom

kinematic system, resolving redundancies and iterating the solution until con-

vergence. We have analysed its stability and accuracy through simulations.

• We have done preliminary work on augmenting the IIK solver through modu-

lation of the CoM. This is intended to allow re-targeted human motion-capture

data to be used to generate crawling trajectories.

65
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• We have implemented a software framework, which integrateswith the HKU

team’s current system to provide kinematic functionality (namely CoM tracking

and Jacobian Computations) to the ATLAS robot. In particular we have focused

on providing an efficient and intuitive API for integration.

5.2 Limitations

The project does suffer from some limitations. The main limiting factor was the time-

constraint: a considerable amount of work was spent settingup the system and getting

up to speed with the intricacies of ATLAS, ROS and Gazebo. We identify the following

major limitations in the actual implementation:

• The Forward Crawling trajectory has not yet been modulated for ‘walking and

turning’. This could be useful, although the current Turning script has sufficed

for the virtual competition.

• The IIK solution relies on limb trajectories which are already stable. It does

not attempt to stabilize the robot if the motion is not. This in fact formed our

motivation for proposing the CoM Modulation augmentation.

• Due to time constraints, a full implementation of the CoM Modulation augmen-

tation for the IIK solver stands to be completed. Most of the framework already

exists, and this involves mainly debugging and testing for stability in the solu-

tion.

• There is as yet no feedback from contact sensors on the ATLAS robot.

• The system has been developed entirely in simulation: although the framework

should be portable to the real ATLAS Robot, it is envisioned that further testing

and fine-tuning will be required for it to achieve the same results.

5.3 Knowledge Gained

This project presented a challenging problem, not only in the methodologies involved

but also in learning about the various tools we employed.

From a theoretical perspective, we investigated techniques and methodologies in the
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area of locomotion, starting from bipedal motion and finallyfocusing on quadruped

crawling. In particular, we investigated such areas as Central Pattern Generation, In-

verse Kinematics (including dealing with transforms and multi-jointed bodies), Plan-

ning and Stability (CoM and ZMP).

The project involved working with a lot of new systems. We were required to under-

stand the intricacies of ROS and its message-passing paradigm, deal with the Gazebo

Simulator, including developing plugins for it and understanding robot models and

specifications (URDF and BVH File formats). The actual implementation of the project

consumed hours of coding, testing and debugging, especially due to the need for inte-

gration with existing team code and libraries.

5.4 Future Work

The next step in this project is obviously to finalise the CoM Modulation augmenta-

tion to the IIK solver. This will require debugging the implementation and testing the

correctness/accuracy of the solution. Specifically we need to investigate whether it is

better to use sensed contacts or desired contacts in our support s or a weighted com-

bination of both. We also wish to test the effect that the choice of the support limbli

for defining the CoM JacobianJli has on the stability and accuracy of the solution, or

whether we should weight a solution from each limb separately.

Ideally we would also like to incorporate contact sensing onthe wrist and knees. Un-

fortunately, the ATLAS robot has no such contact sensors (since it was not designed

explicitly for crawling). However, it should be possible toinfer contacts from sens-

ing of joint torques, by using a Kalman Filter to detect when the joint torques change

abruptly (indicating loading on the limb).

The final step would be to implement a high-level planning paradigm, similar to [5].

Given a map of the environment (obtained for example using the robot’s LIDAR sen-

sor), it would plan footholds to maintain stability while clambering over rough terrain.

This would entail use of our IIK solver, to achieve said footholds.

Obviously, the final implementation is intended for the physical robot. Through the

use of ROS, the software should be immediately portable to the real system: however,
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it is expected that further fine-tuning and testing of parameters will be required for a

fully functional solution.

5.5 Conclusion

Robot locomotion remains a formidable research area and theproblem attempted in

this project was not trivial. Thus far, most of the project has been quite successful

apart from the CoM Modulation, as verified by the results. It is still however, only a

small contribution towards the implementation of stable and robust walking for AT-

LAS, but it is a step in the right direction nonetheless. We hope that this contribution

will continue to advance the team at HKU in the DARPA challenge (as indeed it has

already done) and believe that with implementation of a high-level foothold planning,

such a crawling paradigm will be superior to biped locomotion in rough terrain.
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